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Introduction
Interpreting gene transcription for understanding cellular
processes using DNA microarray measurements presents a
number of challenges to the investigator. One of these is
the relatively large number of genes (mRNA transcript
identities) that are measured with relatively few independent biological samples. The small number of independent
samples limits the statistical inference that can be made
about the behaviour of individual genes. Consequently,
the microarray end-user is faced with bewildering lists of
differentially expressed genes that typically contain false
positives – a direct result of the well-known 'few samples
– many genes' dimensionality problem. At the same time
investigators are using microarrays to understand processes involving the collective action of a number of genes,
often organized as a complex or pathway [1]. To address
these needs and remedy the problem of dimensionality,
we consider a global, likelihood ratio (LR) test for examining the behaviour of a pre-assigned group of genes –
rather than individual genes.
This poster describes the development of the LR test for
detecting low levels of activity in a group of related genes
or 'pathway'. The underlying principle of the global LR
test is to share variance information across related genes
so that small concordant changes in expression in a group
of genes can be detected more sensitively than current
multiple univariate tests. The LR test takes into account
only the magnitude and uncertainty of the changes, that
is, it is not affected by whether the genes within the group

are up- or down-regulated. Compared with other exploratory methods [2-4] that find patterns of differentially
expressed genes, our method is more a confirmatory
method. It is particularly well suited to investigating the
involvement of a particular functional group of genes in
explaining the difference between two or more phenotypes.

Methods
The LR method uses a two-layer hierarchy that models variation between genes within a pathway and experimental
variation due to effects of sample preparation, microarray
measurements and other sources. Hierarchical maximum
likelihood estimation is used to determine the likelihood
ratios, which are in-turn used to determine P-values (i.e.
how likely the observed data would be if in fact none of
the pathway genes are differentially expressed). The global
maximum of the likelihood is evaluated using standard
differential calculus techniques and numerical methods
along similar lines described in previous work [5]. Further
details are given in the poster. Comparisons are made
with P-values evaluated using standard procedures, such
as, the univariate regularised t-test [6] with decision rules
that take into account the effect of multiple or 'sequential'
testing. In the examples described in the poster, the Family Wise Error Rate is controlled by adjusted P-values calculated using the Bonferroni correction or Hochberg
multiple step-down procedure [7-9].
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Results
The P-values determined by LR and sequential t-test methods are compared using data from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and a published two-channel spotted microarray
experiment [10]. The MC simulations generated LR and Tstatistics that enabled pathways to be identified as True
Positive (Tp) and False Positive (Fp) for a particular cutoff value. Counts of Tp and Fp were combined into
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROCs) similar to earlier work [5]. The MC simulations show the hierarchical
LR test yields lower P-values compared with the sequential t-test for low cutoff range, 0–5%, of interest. That is,
the LR test leads to improved detection of differential
gene-group expression compared to a sequential application of the t-test.
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The LR and t-test methods were also applied to data about
three transforming growth factor genes implicated in the
regulation of breast cancer tumorigenesis [10,11]. The
effect of sample size on the P-values for the two methods
was investigated by randomly selecting samples (maximum 10) and taking combinatorial averages. Computed
relationships of the P-values versus number of samples
shows the LR test requires almost three times fewer independent biological samples to give the same gene-group
P-value compared with a multiple comparison t-test.

Concluding remark
A global, likelihood ratio test is developed that shares variance information across a pre-assigned group of genes.
The test is shown to be a more sensitive detector of differential gene expression than conventional techniques,
such as, the multiple comparison t-test. This improvement
is particularly advantageous for typical of microarray
measurements where only a few independent biological
samples are available.
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